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Creating a Flat from a plan using LW CAD and the
native LW tools
Floor Plan that we will be using
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Outlining Floor plan
1. Firstly we need to load the floor plan image as a backdrop in Modeler. Press D to open display options and
click on the Backdrop tab. Use the settings below and close when finished.

2. Now go to your LW CAD tab in modeler and let us start! Below is how I manually configured my menu
based on the menu.cfg file in the CFGfiles folder.

3. Select LW CAD’s line tool. Starting from the upper left corner of the plane hold down the Ctrl key (to keep
lines straight – Alternative to Ctrl is clicking the middle mouse button to create new points) ; click then
click again at the end.
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4. Continue holding Ctrl and click at each outer end point of the plan until you reach the point just before
closing the outline for the plan.

P.S. Holding Ctrl or clicking the Middle Mouse
Button from the start, ensures that the corners are 90
degrees.

a.

b.
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5. We now close the outline by opening the numeric panel (n) and turning on the closed line option.

Now we create the rooms on the plan using LW CAD’s Curve Knife tool. Turn on Slice mode * (this mode
allows us to cut present curves and create new curves/lines between two curves that are cut simultaneously).

* Slice mode can be turned on via the numeric panel

or using the view port buttons

Wide mode <button W> makes the double/open knife tool.
Slice mode <button S> puts a line or polyline into the place of the cut.
Cut mode <button C> works only with the combination of Width mode. It removes
all the geometry between the knives.
Note when anyone of these options are selected the dashed circle around the letter
becomes a full circle.
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Note that like most of LW’s tools you can right click to repeat an action; in this case right click creates new
slices. Move the whole slice polyline by clicking and dragging anywhere between the two handles. The handles
are used to determine the location of the start and end of the cuts and its respective lengths. Remember also that
you can middle mouse click to create a straight line.

6. To start we will make massive cuts along the vertical walls from the right hand side of the plan to the left
side (remember in order to create new curves the knife tool has to cut through two or more existing curves.)
To use the tool you must click where you want to start cutting and DRAG to the next point. Follow the
images below.

a.
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b. Now right click to end the first slice, and then left click to continue with a new cut. Move the slice to
the next vertical wall.

c. Continue for the other walls. Adjust the handles as necessary. The vertical bedroom wall is done
after.
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d. Total Vertical cuts
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7. Now the horizontal slices (might be best for some to start over the curve knife tool)
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a.

b.

c.

d.
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e.

f.

This is a vertical cut for the inner north bathroom wall
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g. Total cuts made in step 7.
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8. Select the polylines as you see below and delete them. These lines are not part of the plan. The end result is
the outline of the plan ready for offsetting.

8 polylines selected
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9. Now we are ready to offset the poly outline to create some thickness for the walls. Select the LW CAD’s
Curve offset tool and click anywhere on the polyline; with the numeric panel open I used 5mm (2/3 mm
gives better results) for the offset and I also turned on remove curve and set the offset type to double.

I measured the door width and the window widths using LW’s native measure tool ( ctrl + e). Detail Tab –
Measure Section. Click and drag to measure – measurements are found in LW’s info section in the lower left
section of the screen.
Average widths
Door widths – 5 cm for bedroom doors,
6cm for main doors
Window widths – 6cm for bathroom, 10cm
for other windows
These measurements are going to be used
with LW CAD’s curve knife tool (width
mode). Though not totally necessary (you
can adjust the width manually) it shows
how LWCAD helps with precision work.
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10. Then the windows and doors are chiseled out using LW CAD’s curve knife tool. Let’s do the windows first
(we start at the rightmost kitchen window). Turn on the Curve knife tool and put on the slice mode; in the
numeric panel (n) set the knife width to 10 cm then click and drag from one end of the window to the other
(remember you can middle mouse button click a point to snap it straight (45º, 90º, 180 º and 270 º).

Do the same for the other main windows (not the bathroom windows as yet) [I got nine 10 cm windows].
11. Now set the knife width to 6cm for the bathroom windows. Adjust according for any other windows (the
verandah has a 13 cm wide window). [1 had three 6cm windows and one 13 cm verandah window]
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12. For the doorways, we are using the same tool but this turn on the cut mode (this creates openings between
the cuts) with the slice mode, in the numeric set the knife width to 6 cm (for the main doors and 5cm for
bathroom doors) and cut out the doorways. (I had twelve doorways/corridors in all)

The wider doors

The smaller doors

Complete windows and doorways
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13. Close ALL external door openings to make the outline closed. Use the line tool to do this (make sure point
snapping is on)

Do these also
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Walls
14. Lasso select (right click and drag around the object) the entire floor plan outline, then select the join curve
tool (I had 96 curves joined).

15. Select the Curve to Poly tool and with the remove curves option turned on click on OK. Remember to
change the view port mode to Texture or Textured Wire to see the polygons created.
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16. Select the two ground polygons and assign them a surface (q); Invert the selection (Shift + “) to select the
wall polylines.

Surface assigned to ground polygons

Inverted selection for the walls

17. Press f to Flip the selection (we do this so that the extruded walls’ normals face the correct side)
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18. Now we use LW native Extrude Tool (Shift + E) to build the walls from the selection. Click the selection
with the middle mouse button and drag UP. In the numeric panel enter 16cm for the Y axis (press tab to
accept changes)

NOTE any unnatural artifacts that you see is simply an OpenGL error in Modeler and WILL NOT be seen in
the final render. However you can use the integrated Cap Holes 2 Make Convex tool to remove this. Note that
it may slightly increase the number of polygons in the scene. See images below.

the tool
Total polygons before using the make convex tool

Total polygons before using the make convex tool
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Windows and Doors
19. We now have to create cuts for the doors and the windows from a side or front view. To do this we will use
LW’s native knife tool and cut from one end of the wall to the other. We will make two horizontal cuts for
the window’s height (top and bottom) and one horizontal cut for the door’s height (if you notice the
doorway doesn’t have any walls on top)
So we start with the two cuts for the window.
a. Shift + K for the native knife tool and cut where you think the window top should be.

b. Right click to add a new cut for the bottom

Then we make a cut (if necessary – the top window cut can be used for the doorway top.) for the top of the
doorway. Right click to continue making new cuts if you did not close the tool.

20. Now we bridge the windows. In the perspective view select an outer face of a window then select the inner
face of the SAME window the press l to bridge the two polygons to create the opening for a window.
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2

1

3
Repeat these steps for ALL the other windows (remember you should have 13 windows in all)
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21. For the doorway tops we select the polygons on each side of the header above (see image below) and we use
the bridge tool (l) to make the cast.
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Door arches made (11 in all)
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Surfacing Walls
Assigning wall surfaces
22. Now we use a little faster technique to texture the walls (as opposed to Shift selecting each polygon)
We cover two options
1. If the outside and inside walls are the same color.
a. Remember we have two surfaces at present – Ground and Default. Make sure that you are in
Polygon mode and everything is deselected (/). Press w on the keyboard to open Polygon Statistics.
Locate the surface option and click on the little downward arrow to view available surfaces.

b. Select Default

c. Click on the little plus (+) sign to select all the polygons that have the Default surface assigned to it.
In this case the walls are the only ones

d. Press q to assign a surface to the walls.
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2. The inside and outside walls have a different color.
a. In this case we are going to use the process of elimination to separate the inside walls from the outside
walls. Make sure you are in polygon mode. In the Back View turn on Textured Wire and lasso select
(right click and drag) ALL of the visible polygons.

b. In the same viewport change Back View to Front and Shift + lasso select, change view to Right and
Shift + lasso select, lastly change the view to Left and Shift + lasso select. We now should have ALL
the outside walls selected.

Select the three other orthographic views and Shift lasso select them
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c. Ctrl + click on the two ground polygons to deselect them.

d. Press q to assign a surface to the outside walls. Color to taste.

e. Then we invert this selection by pressing Shift + “.
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f. Again we Ctrl + click on the two ground polygons to deselect them.
g. Assign a surface (q) to the inside walls. Again you color to taste. You will adjust gradients et cetera in
the Texture Editor (F5).
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Moldings
Next we can create some floor, ceiling and door moldings using LW CAD’s Engraver. For this tutorial I will
create only one door molding, and the floor molding for the walls outside the rooms, you can do the rest based
on the following steps.
NOTE that it is extremely important to set your preset folder properly in the LW CAD OPTIONS. The folder
should be the root folder that CONTAINS the ShapeLibrary folder. For example C:\Program
Files\LightWave_8\Programs\Presets.

So we do the door first
23. Select the inside points (4 points) of the main door. Then Copy (Ctrl + C) it and paste (Ctrl + V) in another
layer.
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24. In the layer with the copied points, select them in order and press p to create a polygon from them.

25. Select the points and press e to extend them, Change the Action mode to selection, Stretch horizontally and
vertically to create the dimensions for the molding.
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26. Select the base polygon and delete it.

27. With the two outer bottom points selected, use LW CAD’s move snap tool to move it in place.

28. Now we use LW CAD’s engraver to create the molding. Select the three polygons where the molding
should be.
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29. Select the engraver tool, press n for the tools options. Then Click and drag on the selection to view the
helper (blue line); adjust to the thickness that you want for the molding.
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30. Click on the presets button L or P hold down and drag to select a molding style for the door.

31. I choose the third shape from Molding 1. Click on the helper line to apply preset to the selection. Note that
you can increase curves and their detail in the Engraver tool options window.

32. Lastly select the polygon in the middle and delete it.
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33. Assign a surface to the door molding and Cut (Ctrl + x) and Paste (Ctrl + V) it back to layer 1

You can copy, past and adjust these for the other doors with this size and even stretch it to fit the smaller
doors.
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Now the base moldings
34. For the ground moldings we make a cut(using LW’s native knife tool Ctrl + K) right across the house at the
level you want the molding

35. Shift + select the polygons on the inside of the house in the sitting and dining area

36. Select the engraver tool, then select any of the molding presets and use the same method as you did for the
door to create the base molding.
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NOTE that in the Engraver option window turn on all for plate processing

Note that you can also cut and paste the selected
polygons to a next layer for more control if desired.
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Roof Concepts
Then we create one of two different roof types.
Concrete Roof
37. In the Top View select the outer most points of the top of the wall, Copy (Ctrl + C) and Paste (Ctrl + V) it in
to a new layer (you may have to delete the points at the bottom if selection was not properly made).

Points copied & pasted in new layer
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38. Select the polygons in order and press p to make a new polygon.

39. Use the bevel tool (b)shape.
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Gable roofs
Note that gables usually are bricks that are continued from the ceiling level, which are then braced for the
actual roof (galvanize, tiles etc)The following is just a design concept for you to try.
To create the gable roof design we use the box tool (Shift + X) and the stretch or taper tool to shape the top. We
copy and paste into a new layer then move and stretch to fit for the other gables.
40. With the house in the background layer, select the box tool and draw to the shape of the first portion of the
gable

41. Select the topmost two points and shape the top with the stretch tool (h)

42. Now copy and paste to the next layer move the object and shape to suit with the stretch tool.
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43. Do the above once again and rotate and style as necessary.

44. The Final Result. Surface and texture to suit.

Enjoy and experiment!!
Next installment I’ll do a tutorial on doing doors, windows and furniture fittings or I’ll leave it up to the masses.
Link for floor plans to practice with –
www.panelfactory.com
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